The WPR400 wireless portable reader can be used to extend the perimeter of any facility at a moment’s notice or to validate credentials at remote or temporary access points.

The WPR400 can validate credentials in real time when in range of the PIM400-TD2, which is connected to the access control panel. The WPR400 is capable of operating in cache mode, and when enabled, it keeps a local database of valid access grants. Upon moving the WPR400 to a location that is out of range the local database can be used to verify up to the last valid 1,000 users.

Ideal for
- Construction sites
- Remote job sites
- Muster stations
- Temporary entrances
- Event entry points

Featured products
1. Schlage WPR400 wireless portable reader
2. Schlage PIM400-TD2 panel interface module* (not shown)
3. aptiQ™ smart card

* See AD Series access control alliances info for specific integration details.